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Preliminary and Short Report
TISSUE CLEARANCE: WHAT IT DOES MEASURE*
CHESTER HYMAN, PH.D.
At least two recent reports imply that the rate
of removal of labelled ions from injection depots
in the skin may be used to evaluate "water
mobility property of the skin" (1), or the rate of
"clearance of saline" (2). In fact, clearance of ions
measures only the rate of removal of the labelled
ions, and neither indicates nor tags the movement
of the water molecules.
Kety's original presentation of this technic (3)
made it clear that the labelled ion could be re-
moved from the depot by diffusion to and across
the capillary wall or via lymphatic channels. From
bis theoretical treatment it is apparent that the
movement of water does not enter into the com-
putations. Independent measurements by several
other methods all make it clear that solutes of
all kinds move across the vascular harrier in
directions and at rates determined by their own
concentration gradients (4, 5, 6). Thus, the rate
of diffusion of a solute cannot measure the rate
of movement of water.
It is now generally accepted that small (crys-
talloid) solutes move through tissue space rela-
tively uninfluenced by direction or rate of bulk
transport of plasma ultrafiltrate. Professor Star-
ling, who is usually blamed for introducing the
old and now abandoned "irrigation concept,"
actually believed (7) that solutes move by diffu-
sion along concentration gradients, independent of
any bulk pericapillary circulations. The current
concept has been validated by experiments on
many occasions. For example, we showed that
clearance of MNa+ from subcutaneous tissue depots
was not significantly altered by the simultaneous
injection of hyperoncotie media which produced
a pronounced local edema (8).
Certainly application of the tissue clearance
method to the skin will provide significant data.
It offers an important and unique measure of the
effectiveness of the local circulation in removing
solutes which resemble the tracer chosen (9). How-
ever, it does not provide any information con-
cerning the removal of Water or saline from the
"bleb" and cannot be used to measure "the
water mobility properties" of skin.
We urge that the method be more widely applied
to problems of dermatology, but plead that its
application and interpretation be limited to those
circulatory features which it really measures.
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